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Substitute 

Moonlight shines through my window 

Turns on at seven 

And off at six 

burns out at times 

So you put a new bulb in 

The surf roars in the distance 

rush hour waves and 

current jams 

the fish are increasing 

They're gonna widen the ocean 

All things natural have escaped my eyes 
My ears, my nose 
My fingers 

Replaced by imagination 

That substitutes 

imitates 

creates the i II us ions 

Tom Roth 
Neon Sculpture 

The birds sing sweetly this morning 

but I'm late for the forest 

It's off to the ocean 

gotta turn off the radio. 

John May 
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The Birth of Night 

pink remnants 

of the 

fiery sphere of life 

fade 

and 

slide behind 

purple hilltops. 

A velvet spotted fawn 

silently laps 

from the rocky bank 

of the stream. 

Karen Weisshaar 
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Explosion! 

a conspiracy against time, 
to disrupt 

my train of thought. 

Aftermath, 

a muddled mind and no time ..... 

slowly the knowledge seeps back 
and the clock starts to tick, 

I wait, 
for the explosion again, 

instead ... . 
evi I laughter, 

conspires, against me! 

Linda Rosa 
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Once I was dulled to the aching in my heart 
the 

is 
Some 
heart 

to 
my 

way the tick ing of the clock 

in 
to a 

My 

forgotten in its monotony . 
one showed- someone told my 

how much ... love it was made 
hold . My spirit a wakened, 

heart opened lock, 
response 

whisper. 
self, 

my 
dwelled 

spirit 
exposed . 

tears , it In joyous 
cried 
In deep 

it 
in 

out. 
serenity, 

communed . 
quiet. 

ecstasy, it 
soars . 

Michelle Bell 
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Douglas Hall 

Pencil 

The straight umber tree-stalks 

Support the kindling sky, 

Whose soaring star 

Laces the forest with wisps of orange light, 

Forming a checkerboard 

Upon which the king plays 

And wins . 

Eva Lanyi 

Death in the Family 

Tears never shed reflect the emptiness 
Words never spoken hide the loneliness 

Kisses never planted 
Hands never met 
Pain so silent 
Suffering so quiet 
Wounds covered 

Eyes closed 
It comes. 

Bill Cooke 
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A Recast Revelation 

In an attempt to look beyond my illusions, 

beyond my sacred gods, and my sacred God, 

I have seen a startling and disquieting revelation. 

I saw a crowd numbering one hundred and forty four thousand 

gather in the temple at the altar. 

I watched as they lifted their hands to the Morning Star, 

waiting for it to topple from the sky. 

I waited with them for the cessation of Babylon, 

but the great harlot was not destroyed. 

I listened for a song from the great assembly, 

but they did not utter a sound . 

I then saw twenty four men remove their crowns and 

humble themselves before an empty throne. 

I looked to the east and saw a white horse, 

but there was no one faithful -and just to ride it. 

I turned to the crowd on Mount Zion, 

but they were alone, without a hymn. 

I watched them as they waited seven years, 

but no angel blew his trumpet. 

I went to measure the temple and the altar, 
' 

but no one was worshipping there. 

I saw neither the beasts nor the lamb. 

I saw only the mother of harlots 

seated on her seven hills, 

to rule for a thousand years . 

Eileen Mccarrick 
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Last Night 

Last night, 
as the ferry crossed over from Charlestown, 

I walked through the park and the woods 
to the ocean bluff. 

Quietly I gazed out through the mist, 
to the sea beyond the coral reef, 

And as the moon shone down on 
the waveless sea, 

I tearfully said a silent prayer 
that someday you'd come home 

to stay . 

C .S.D . Spacher 
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Autumn Review 

A leaf, 

red velvet, 

veined in satin green, 

edged in gold -

dances , 

dances, 

sprightly 

on the crisp breeze. 

A leaf 

performs its final encore 

bending, 

twisting 

with the troupe of red and gold 

on a green grass stage. 

Karen Weisshaar 
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The Closed Door 

First there was only the red 
Glowering in the corner. Becoming visible, 
Growing stronger. It was a round, red 

scratching acid burning 
Confined with her in the small low-ceilinged cell. 
Red 
Singeing the curtains, gnawing the couch-leg, chewing the armchair 
Crunch-munch . 
Stifling red burning, 
Clawing the walls with long flaming fingers, 
Whining in wait. 
But the windows, covered so long by thick fading drapes 
Let no one peer in as she sat in her cell 
Cooling and bluing the red with despair. 
For a time she was safe. 

But then came the heat 
Oh God - heat and red .. . smoke and flame . . . 
Scream soundlessly in pain. 
She watched the growling mad fire 
Fry the walls, char the table, scorch her skin. 
But even when all the furniture was gone, 
And the black-grey ashes flew about 
She kept the door closed 
And suffocated 
(along with the fire) 
in Silence. 

Eva Lanyi 
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CARTOONS. (Magic, Smagic). 

by Cornelius Robert Eady 

It was late in the afternoon 
of a cold and chilly day. Mer
cury sat in the kitchen by the 
wood-fed stove drying her long 
hair. John, a friend, was sitting 
in a chair drinking tea. A snowy 
wind blew across the house, 
shaking the windows. 

"It's going to be cold 
tonight," said John; John being 
the one who always made 
observations like that. 

"Yes," said Mercury, "I 
would like to go out in it. Cold 
is good for the sou I. Makes it 
strong." 

"Hurts my feet," said John, 
a little annoyed, "and cold feet 
don't make it." 

"But I love it," she said, 
and this was true enough; Mer
cury could run for hours in the 
snow, no matter how cold or 
windy it got, walking for miles 
in fields behind her house. She 
said it had something to do with 
her being born on a cold, windy 
day, but John, coming from the 
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city, would have nothing to do 
with the story. John would not 
tolerate mystical things pro
claiming : "Magic is for fools . 
There ain't no hokus-pokus, 
ain't no magic sticks or abraca
dabra, or kings or wizards or 
crap like that. There's just you, 
and that's that." 

To which Mercury would 
always reply: "That's true 
enough, but there's something 
more to you than just you . 
There's a music you can hear 
from time to time in different 
things - snow, or a smile or a 
mood. It just can't be hidden or 
revoked . It's there in a room, 
when you 're all alone or some
one you know smiles at you and 
you smile back and you both 
know what you're smiling about. 
It's an energy that flows through 
you. And that, my friend, is 
magic." 

"Magic, Smagic," John 
would always say. 

"Magic, Smagic," Mercury 

would always reply. 
The wind blew snow across 

the kitchen windows. Some of it 
sifted into the cracks like fine 
powder. "Well," said Mercury, 
slipping on her boots, "I'm 
going for a walk . I know you 
don't want to go." 

"Right," said John. 
"So what are you going to 

do?" she asked . 
"Sit by this nice, warm 

stove, read. Drink tea. Sleep." 
"Not bad," said Mercury. 
" Not bad at all," agreed 

John. "Have a nice walk." 
"I will," she answered . 
"Don't meet any magi

cians," he scoffed . 
"Funny." she said, walking 

out the door. John watched her 
become smaller and smaller as 
she walked away into the 
woods. 

As he said he would, he sat 
down by the stove, drank tea, 
and read his book, Things That 
Co Bump in the Night, by Louis 
C. Jones. He was on Chapter Six, 
the last chapter, " The Ghostly 
Hitchhiker," when he drifted off 
to sleep. 

When he woke up, there 
was a little man with green hair 
sitting on his leg. 

" Who are YOU?" John 
asked, naturally curious. 

"Who are YOU?" asked the 
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little man. 
" ME?" asked John, "Me? 

Me? Why- I'm ME, that's who!" 
"That's strange," the little 

man said, " how our names are 
the same- I'm ME, too." 

"CUT THE SHIT!" yelled 
John, " Who the fuck ARE you?" 

" Don' t get violent, dear 
boy," the little man said, 'Tm 
from that book you've been 
reading." 

" I never ran across YOU," 
said John . 

"That'sbecauseyouhaven1 
gotten to my story yet. I'm in 
chapter seven. " 

"There IS no chapter 
seven," said John . 

"That's right," the little 
man said, "It was never 
PRINTED. Louis never got 
around to even writing it. He 
was going to write the last 
chapter himself, but he decided 
against it. I was running through 
his head years after he finally 
published the book. I'm chapter 
seven, al I right." 

"Chapter seven, Chapter 
seven," John said meekly. 

"Yes," said the little man, 
"chapter seven. It's finally 
about to unfold. The time is 
right in the sky for chapter 
seven-And YOU'RE in chapter 
seven ." 

''l'M in it?" asked John, a 
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little freaked now. 
"Yes," the little man replied, 

"You're in it, and the time is 
right for it to happen ." 

"What happens to me?" 
asked John . 

" I give you this box," the 
little man said, handing John a 
black box, " And then strange 
things happen. " 

"What if I don' t open it?" 
asked John . 

" You'll open it. You have 
no choice. You WANT to open 
it. " It was true. He did. 

" But what strange things 
will happen?" John asked again . 

" You ' ll just have to open it, 
and see," the little man said . 

So John opened the box, 
and a strange glow came out, 
and bathed the kitchen with 
its color. John felt himself 
shrinking, being pulled into the 
box. Then he blacked out. The 
glow and John fed back into the 
box, and the lid snapped shut. 

" Magic, Smagic," the little 
man cried with glee. 

When John came to, he 
was sitting on a flat empty 
plane. The ground was hard and 
smooth like glass. Next to him 
sat another black box. " OPEN 
ME." it had written on its top in 
fancy letters. John opened the 
box, and the same thing hap-

pened, only this time, he didn' t 
pass out. He saw himself falling 
between a space that had 
negatives on one side, and 
colors on the other. He started 
to scream, but as he did, he 
found himself on another plane 
with another black box. This 
one too had "OPEN ME" on it. 
John opened this one, and a 
circus jumped out of the box, 
clowns, jugglers, fire eaters, fat 
ladies, lion tamers, rubber men, 
lions, giraffes and on and on 
climbed out and started to 
perform for John . The last one 
out of the box was the Ring
master. He was tall, and skinny, 
and had a long nose that was 
red at the tip. 

" This is a brave thing 
you ' re going to do," said the 
Ringmaster. 

" WHAT? WHO? ME? 
WHAT THING?" asked John . 

"WHAT THING?" asked the 
Rin gmaster, surprised, "what 
thing? Why, the thing you 
ALWAYS do-the thing you 
were BORN to do! I don't know 
how you ever survive it. " 

" HOW I SURVIVE WHAT?! " 
demanded John, but then the 
house lights went down and the 
Ringmaster had disappeared. A 
second later, a spotlight came 
down and a drumroll punctu
ated an announcement. The 
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Ringmaster lept into the light. 
" LADIEEEEES AND GEN

TLEMEN (APPLAUSE) FOR 
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT AND 
AMUSEMENT WE PREESENT -
THE DARING JOHN! (AP
PLAUSE) WITHOUT AID OR 
ABETMENT, THIS YOUNG 
MAN SHALL CLIMB INTO
THE BLACK BOX! (APPLAUSE)" 

John found himself in 
black tights, walking towards 
another black box. He found 
that he cou Id not move from 
out of the spotlight as it led him 
to the box. The crowd died 
down, and a drumroll began . As 
John was getting to the box, he 
noticed someone was waiting 
for him. It was the little man 
with the green hair, dressed as a 
clown. He opened the lid . 
" Down the hatch," he laughed 
as John c limbed in . The laugh
ter, crowds and circus melted 
away . . . 

When things became clear 
again, John was sitting front row 
center in an empty movie 
house. A film was starting 
called "John, and The Black 
Box, by Louis C. Jones' Memo
ry." The movie showed every
thing that had happened up to 
that point. Then the movie 
house scene came and John saw 
himself get up out of his seat 
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while he was getting out of his 
seat, climb upon the stage as he 
climbed upon the stage, and 
walk into the movie as he 
walked into the movie. He 
looked out and he was still 
sitting in the audience, waiting 
for the cycle to begin again . 
Then he turned around, looked 
down at his feet, and saw 
another black box. It opened 
itself, and John stepped in . 
Before everything disappeared, 
he saw himself starting to get 
out of his seat again . He also 
looked up and saw that the little 
man with the green hair was the 
projectionist. He was starting to 
laugh, as things faded away. 

Things became clear again, 
but John felt flat and 2 dimen
sional. He opened his eyes, and 
found that he was on a drawing 
board, a cartoon, and that he 
hadn' t really opened his eyes, 
but they had just been drawn in . 
He looked out, and saw a young 
man, the cartoonist, busy at 
work on his new creation, "John 
and His Black Box, based on a 
story by Louis C. Jones." A 
friend was with him as he drew. 

" ... a great idea," John 
heard the cartoonist say as he 
drew in his ears, "I got it in a 
dream last night. I've been 
drawing characters all morning, 

Tim Mack 
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Fred. I've finally found a good 
face for John. " 

"Yes," agreed his friend 
Fred, " It fits ." 

"Yes," agreed the cartoon
ist. 

"How does the plot go?" 
asked Fred. 

" Well ," began the cartoon
ist, " I haven't worked it all out 
yet, but it's the story of a person 
who doesn' t believe in magic. 
He meets this strange little man 
with green hair who gives him 
this black box that he disap
pears in. It leads him into all 
kinds of weird situations." 

" Yeah," said Fred, " I guess 
so. A black box, you say?" 

" Yes," said the cartoonist, 
" It looks like this. " He drew a 
black box at John's feet. It 
opened by itself, and John dis
appeared down it right before 
their eyes. 

"How do you suppose that 
happened?" asked Fred. 

" I don't know," said the 
cartoonist. 

John next found himself 
looking out of a television 
screen. Someone had just tuned 
in the " Louis C. Jones' Mystery 
Hour. " This week it was show
ing " John, and the Black Box." 
John looked and saw who was 
watching it. It was a strange 



woman . She was a blond. The 
one thing that John noticed was 
she was doing nothing, and 
seemed to enjoy it. " This is a 
pretty boring story," she said to 
herself, as she adjusted her 
wire-rimmed glasses, " The act
ing is rotten. This guy doesn't 
make a good John at all, but 
maybe it's because he has to 
work with a weak plot. Oh 
well-give me Conrad Vite, 
anyday. " She swooned at the 
name. Conrad Vite was her 
hero. The phone rang, and she 
answered it. Someone was 
calling long distance." ... Yes," 
she said, turning towards the 
t.v. screen, " I'm watching it 
right now . .. No, I don' t like the 
plot, either. It's very hard to 
believe, this person falling 
through these black boxes. I've 
seen it before. What's it sup
posed to mean, anyway? ... No, 
I .. . " and then she saw herself 
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on t.v. There she was, talking on 
the telephone in her house. She 
watched herself watching her
self look at the screen, and saw 
John in a field behind her 
house. He was walking up to her 
door. She saw him come right to 
the doorstep. But as he was 
about to knock on the door, 
another black box appeared, 
opened, and John disappeared 
through it. She ran to her door, 
opened it, but there was 
nothing there. When she re
turned, there was a commercial 
on the screen. 

She picked up the phone 
again . " That was very odd," she 
said. 

Her friend told her that his 
television had gone on the blink 
just before she saw herself on 
the screen. 

" Perhaps I'm imagining the 
whole thing," she said, " but it 
seemed so REAL . . perhaps ... 

Jacqueline Marie Welch 
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how odd," she continued , "What 
a weird commercial. There's 
this strange little man selling 
magic," she said, "He has green 
hair . . . " 

John felt cold, colder than 
he had ever felt before. He 
realized that it was very dark, 
and he could not see. He tried 
opening his eyes, but found that 
they would not respond . Finally, 
after a huge effort, he opened 
them and found that he was 
back where he started from, in 
Mercury's house. Everything 
was exactly the way it was when 
he left. John tried to get up, but 
discovered that his body 
wouldn 't move. It was frozen . 
He suddenly realized that he 
was trapped in a level of 
consciousness just a TASTE 
away from being fully awake. 
He tried , and he tried, but he 
just couldn't make it. "God," 
thought John, "This is it. I' ll be 
trapped here forever." 

Just then in walked the 
little man with the green hair. 
He walked right through the 
door. It was opened, which was 
why the house was so cold . He 
walked over to John's sleeping 
body, and looked at it for 
awhile. Then he jumped into 
John's mind. "WHAT ARE YOU 
DOING HERE?" yelled John . 

The little man said nothing, but 
he materialized a table out of 
thin air, on which he placed a 
white box. Next to it, he placed 
a sign that said: 

"THIS WAY OUT, PLEASE." 
In his mind, John got up, 

walked into the box, and dis
appeared. As he was falling out 
of sight, he heard the little man 
cackle "HOPE YOU'VE HAD A 
NICE TRIP-A-HAAA-HAAA." 
His laughter was still echoing in 
John's mind when he felt 
himself fall through the roof of 
Mercury's house, and into his 
body. He woke up just as 
Mercury was walking through 
the door. 

" Have a nice sleep?" she 
asked . 

John's first thought was to 
tell her everything, but then he 
thought, 

" Nahh-it was just a bad 
dream- I'm sure not going to 
tell her-she' ll go off the deep 
end ." 

" Yes," he said, "Pretty 
interesting. Anything interesting 
happen to you?" 

"Why, yes," she said, " I 
was walking in the woods, when 
this little man came up to me 
and gave me something to give 
to you. He said he was a friend 
of yours, and you 'd really 
understand what it was all 
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about. He was very strange 
though-he had green hair. 
Where the hell did you meet 
him?" 

" Never mind that," said 
John, "What the hell did he give 
you to give me?" 

"This," said Mercury. She 
pulled out a black box. 

"DON' T OPEN THAT! " 
cried John, lunging for the box. 
Mercury, taken by surprise, 
side-stepped him, and he fell on 
his face. 

"What's wrong with you?" 
she asked, "What's in here-a 
bomb?" She opened the box, 
" No-there's nothing in here 
but tea. What's this all about? 
Oh, look," she went on, "There's 
a little note here at the bottom. 
It says : 

" MAGIC, SMAGIC." 
" Sit down," sighed John, 

" And I'll put some tea water on . 
Do I have a story to tell you ." 



romance of a hog 

i plop atop a clover patch 
and wait for dreams of you to hatch 

for you caught my discerning eye 
a bulk unrivalled in the sty 

your sculptured snout, the wet nose flat 
seductive grunt and placement of fat 

quaint perk of ear, fine curl of tail 
your scent that lingers in the dale 

alone i've got a sowless pen 
so come let's romp and love and then 

arrange a piglet with the stork 

Terry Schoen 
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before we've both been put to pork 

terry schoen 
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Ruin 

There's an old ruin 
Partially shaded by the guarding maple tree 

in summer 
Rough, lonely, unprotected in winter 
Where the field mouse goes oblivious 
to the ghosts that call at small hours 
and hides his meek storage of wealth from no one 

Here I gather memories 
Pulling thoughts from deep, cold hollows 
And remember children sitting 
In the shade of that small tree, calf tied close by 

lazy flies indifferent 
Its life inside known only to them outside 
By wafting warmth and candle lit shadows. 

But now I only see it in summer 
When once again I sit under the tree 
Enjoying grass on my tongue 
And weave my gatherings into hiding places 
Tasting, seeing once again. The farm 

an old ruin to those who drive by 
on sleepy Sunday afternoons 
A home for the field mouse and I. 

R.L.Finley 
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The Quartet 

We sang the old songs at the Home last night, 
In four-part harmony. 
Some grey heads shook with the rhythm of age
One dozing inmate snored quietly. 

We had to stay for cookies and tea 
When our performance was through. 
In slow motion the old folks crowded 'round 
To touch us and talk to us too. 

A once-plump biddy detained me 
Claiming the kinship of song; 
She had sung at the Eastman, she chirped 
In a voice that was no longer strong. 

Her hand was like a bird's claw 
Curled tight around my sleeve. 
Her insistent voice repeating it was 
Too early for us to leave. 

I said goodbye, gently patting her arm, 
Promising to come back soon, 
Surprised to feel the same soft puffiness 
Of a slowly deflating balloon. 

I drew back-why? She was so harmless
But she seemed to loom over me, 
Her fingers a bony handcuff from which 
I freed myself nervously. 

We weren't the only quartet in the room, 
I realized, uneasily. 
Loneliness, age, sickness and death 
Were singing soundlessly. 

I left there hurriedly, relieved to be gone. 
But that quartet waits patiently, 
Knowing that from those four different voices 
There'll be one or more parts for me. 

Lorraine P. Scherer 
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THE MAGICIAN 

by Paula Marie Fahy 

WANTED: 
ASSISTANT TO MAGICIAN 

TRYOUTS SUNDAY MORNING 
THE MAJESTIC THEATER 

If it wasn 't for the old man 
on the corner selling papers I 
never would have found the 
Majestic Theater. Down a side 
street not too far from Broad
way it stood like a mausoleum 
to a forgotten era. Remains of 
yellowed handbills to past 
immortals were pasted to the 
marquis, and a tattered star 
smiled down at me and wished 
me luck. 

The ornate iron doors 
opened easily revealing a lobby 
of gilted mirrors and crystal 
candelabras dedicated to a one 
time grandeur. A thousand me's 
reflected as I strolled my way 
into the theater. I called out 
reverently as I slowly processed 
down the aisle but my words 
were mimicked back to me as 
they bounced off the cold 

Tracy Lennox 
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marble walls and the high 
domed ceilings . 

I was disappointed because 
no one seemed to be there. I 
turned and was just about to 
leave when I heard a rustling of 
the curtain . A small , hunched 
over old man wearing a black 
tux and tails peeked out. 

"Wait young lady," he 
called as he walked across the 
squeaky stage. 

" Gilbert Orsini is the name, 
I'm making my big comeback. I 
get things out of hock and my 
show opens next Friday night." 

I stood motion less as he 
circled around me. 

" Yes, yes I guess you will 
do my dear. You' re not my Lily 
but you will do just fine I'm 
sure. Now let's see," he said in 
his breathless way of mumbling. 
"We must get busy. " 

Th is fascinating little man 
had me so enchanted that I 
soon found myself in a dressing 
room searching through an old 



travel-worn chest for a costume. 
I noted the name Lily Orsini 
carved on the lid of the chest. 
She must have been the old 
man's wife I thought senti
mentally as I squeezed into one 
of the musty costumes. 

As I reentered the stage the 
little old man was circling a 
large wooden box, stepping 
periodically to tap here or 
knock there. 

" Ah," he said when he saw 
me enter, " This is just perfect, 
just the way it was thirty years 
ago. The wood is just fine, the 
metal hasn' t rusted a bit. Just 
fine . Now you see my dear, you 
just step into this box and when 
I tap on the side you push this 
little lever in the corner and this 
wi II close the secret panel. And 
Voila, the audience will think 
you disappeared." 

I got into the box and when 
I heard the magician tap, I tried 
to push the lever; it wouldn't 
go. When he opened the door 
there I was. 

"Try again," he said. But 
again the lever didn't work. 

" I' ll see what the problem 
is," the little old man mumbled 
as he crawled into the box and 
closed the door. A few minutes 
later I opened the box. The trick 
worked; he disappeared . I closed 
the door again and waited for 
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the triumphant little man to 
come proudly out. I waited . I 
called . I heard nothing from 
inside the back panel. A terr ible 
thought occurred. He is trapped ; 
he is suffocating. I tried fran
tically to pull the lever. 

I then ran through the 
theater searching for something 
to pry open the panel. At last I 
came upon an ax left backstage. 
I hacked carefully at the panel 
until I was finally able to pull it 
across. 

"Oh my God," I said as I 
looked up. " He's gone." 

I can 't really blame them 
for not believing me down at 
the police station . I was rather 
hysterical when I breathlessly 
told the story to a busy officer. 

They promised to make 
inquiries. 

Mike Strassner 
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SNOW KING 

Tiny snowflakes mar the troubled ground 
worm and seed are anxious, still 
a blanket of dead frost 
lain in earth's coffin 
choking on hate 
I ustfu I stabs 
the night 
pains 
it opens an eye to watch us 
heart beating inside the sun 
upon the ice age re-run 
the jail cell is cold 
we are loveless 
so are you 
a slum 
prisons 

the news is dwelled upon and trampled 
the sky offers nothing more 
Dylan writes but your out 
electric trees 
police patrol 
feel the chill 
graveyard 
nuts 
The answers are so simple, yet 
The poet in rags is the truth 
as slippery as death 
mindless snow-plowed roads 
A bus driven 
ask rubin 
carries 
HATE 
Emptied cannons are pointed waiting 
O!.Generation weep no more 
Snow king sits on the ridge 
ponders justice game 
hearing his cue 
The black chant 
He leaves 
laughs . 
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Sun Rise Dream 

Tripping over dreams, 
scattered in thought, 
escaping suffocation from stacks of memories, 
I found a clear ripple of serenity too peaceful to bypass, 
a circular path with no forks to feast upon the heart, 
Not just a thought a- drift, a bouquet dipped in 
vibrant colors, 
A sunrise had peaked over bleak valleys, 
caught in a sunken mind. 
A silhouette figurine appeared, 
Soft hues of life's wind blown grandeur 
nestled about her. 
Someone who could roll herself up into 
the sunlight day, still feeling its warmth as the night comes. 
Winds of insecurity swept through turbulent interior, 
casting me from earthly being to celestial enlightenment, 
where I became lost in tossled hair. 
Attitudes eluded me. 
Soft in thought, I carefully crawled over moods 
of lost identity. 
As courage grew I delved deeper into this underbrush, 
separating jittery thoughts to find a skylight 
where she stood, gazing at my bewilderment. 
Her smile, strokes of unworldly paint, 
dreams painted invisibly; 
Reality thundered, awakening me. 
Offended at first, then how well the dream performed. 
Drifting thoughts put together, may kindle the heart 
like a cozy fireplace where she and I will be. 
If I see life with a dream, 
I will see her as she rises into view. 

Sam Benick 
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Pencil 

Illusions 
of a smile, 

1 llusions . . . 

Reality, a nightmare in black and 
white, 

Illusions .. . 
in color. 

Sentiment, memories, love 
and all that mushy stuff, 

drain into illusions . . . . 
illusions .. . 

and reality is the drop of salt 
water from your eye 

mingled with my 
blood . 

Illusions, in color 
Reality . .. 

dead. 

Linda Rosa 
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Creature of the Wind 

Little bird 
your flight has taken you so far 

You are tired 
you have touched now the flaming pieces 

of the sunset 
and your eyes closed into the night with a 

last shudder 

But other nights will come and you soar 
through the painted sky 
waiting for a single tree 

Your miles are many creature of the wind . 
Search as you may but use only the small breeze 

for you may be lost where others could not go 
Hear only the soft voices 

for the others may lead you 
to a destination unfit 

Feel your heart's will 
which is carried on a shore 
not far from your own. 

Sherri Rothstein 
Mixed Media 

R.L. Finley 
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Song For J. 

You've touched my soul 
and left me with still a scent for summer 

grass in my hair 
a sweet taste on my lips. 

I was kissed by the rain , cradled by the moon 
and you were beside me 
lying your curly head on my shoulder, 

you, my essence, now lost. Time has removed 
you from my earth 

this place of fortune 

I was the open window beckoning 
and you saw through me 
flying into a night this world does not know 

I, empty and cold, lie shivering against a 
sudden winter. 

The moon has put me down 
to stand alone 
on frightened legs 

The rain has been replaced by a wintry frost 
Come back ..... 

Jim Marvin 
Pencil 

Bring back my earth, bring me back. 

R.L. Finley 
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Tracy Lennox 
Mixed Media 

gin and rum 

and dream' in 

of being 

in love; 

it's just another 

weekday nite, at the bar 

with my soul miles away 

and my conscience just as far. 
now I think it's kinda funny 

I should see you here, 

first time I ever saw you 

in my second glass of beer. 

kinda odd how things turn out, 

at a buck a shot 

something's gotta give out; 

you see I don't worry 

no more, bout time 

cause I've got plenty 

and I'm not going to waste it all 

even though tonite 

my soul is miles away 

and my thoughts 

don' t suit me right . .. 

gin and rum 

and dreamin 

of being 

in love. 

Maxwell Q 
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Paradise Gardens 

Welcome the gatekeeper 
smiles 
a logical conclusion 
planted in you 
mind the sky 
firey 
with a thousand suns 
branded on the 
sea He gently 
walks 
touching the moon 
fingers wet from 
crying wind blowing 
strangely through a darkened skull 
brought alive in 
dimension a solitude 
stalks 
The dead end street 
with dancing boyhood flowers 
planted the steel 
speaks 
ears not aware 
and the head is 
caught a sparrow 
downed 
blue wings nailed 
'cause only the spirits 
fly He stares 
smiles 
opens the gate 
stunned you walk 
softly 

Jim Buckley 
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in a deserted amusement park 

empty 
but with memories 

of the doll in my arms 
squinting my eyes to make the lights dance. 

and the merry-go-round 
laughing 
laughing 
at me. 

and all I see is the hurt 
when you walked away. 

I became the doll afraid to feel. 
a doll without batteries 
can 't walk, dead 
smiling sweetly 
without any sense of tenderness 
only the sunset in the sky 
seen squinting from the ferris wheel 

It's like the Christmas tree 
the day after Christmas 

the sparkle 
the mystery 
the enchantment 

lights running together 
lonely 

out of place. 
It's like crying when everyone else is 

laughing 
and the noise closes in 
the doll wants to run and hide 
but my battery is dead 

and the melody of the merry-go-round keeps laughing at me! 

Tim Mack 
Pencil 

Linda Rosa 
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Sleepless Night 

I heard him calling through moonfrost 
curtains making it dance on my cold earth floor 

and I stepped out of bed to see 

No person there. Only a terrible 
reaching its tendrils of loneliness 

waiting for the first break of light 
wanting to catch me at the window 

Exposed. Once again he called 

an innocent plea for me to come 
carried on the lilac breeze in a half whisper. 

My light of hope was only the steps 

of my lost memories, perpetual dreams awake 
and I came away pulling the sash down, 

drowning the moonsplash from my eyes . 

Night is a lonely place to be searching 
Only to find the absence of love. 

Rosie Farrell 
Sculpture 

R.L. Finley 
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hialeah city 

got to be in hialeah city 
that the place to be 
got to be cuban 
got to be free 
drink expresso coffee 
love family . 

got to be hialeah city 
feel it in my bones 
latin blood surrounds me 
love ain't left at home 
the cool and the friendly 
that the place to be 
no place like the city 
got to be me. 

hialeah city calling on to me 
maiiana, maiiana 
that the place to be 
hialeah city 
that the place you is free . 

mark waniga 
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Echoes on the wind 
carried here as thoughts 

Printed in our minds like 
images on the rug 

Floating in the space 
bordered by the lines 

Inked in on the page 

Progression 

that shapes my inner mind 

Ripples on the water 
reaching out to sea 

Paced out by the sounds 
that come here from the streets 

Roaming down the roads 
that run a ragged line 

Stopping but to seek 
the pieces to the rhyme 

Motions in the air 
standing firm as brick 

holding solid sound 
cornered on the clock 

Shadows running deep 
into plastic sun 

fingers pointing out 
at things that we have done 

Karl Fergen 
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Vibrations from the sights 
burned within my ears 

Thoughts that beg I listen 
If only I could hear 

Tangles of a web 
left shattered on the ground 

Particles I once thought I held 
lying all around 

Visions from the feelings 
deep within my soul 

Crying to me listen 
to the emotions I control 

Stillness in the air 
that leaves my heart 

Awaiting 
Things that I don't dare 

as I feel my muscles aching 

Mike Greenlar 
Photograph 
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